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GUIDELINES ON SPECTRUM RESERVATION IN ACCESS BANDS AND MICROWAVE 
BANDS 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

1.1.1 Regulatory Framework  

Spectrum is a limited and scarce natural resource that requires measures to manage it in a 
guided manner so that it is effectively used by those who require it to provide communication 
services within Uganda.  
 
Through the Uganda Communications Act, Cap 106 Laws of Uganda, Uganda Communications 
Commission (UCC) was given the power to manage and authorize the use of radio frequency 
spectrum in the best interest of the country and its citizens. In light of this, the Commission is 
responsible for developing policies, guidelines and other frameworks that will facilitate 
effective spectrum management, development and operation of communications in the 
national interest, taking into account international implications. As part of the licensing process, 
spectrum is reserved for telecom operators who intend to set-up wireless network 
infrastructure. This document is therefore intended to provide the spectrum reservation 
guidelines. 
 

1.1.1.1 Intent  

The spectrum reservation guidelines in access bands and microwave bands have been 
developed to facilitate the license processing for prospective and existing PIP/NTO licensees 
applying for use of spectrum.  Due to the market dynamics in the communications sector, these 
guidelines shall be reviewed whenever necessary. 
 
 Some of the spectrum management frameworks that have been put in place include:- 

 National Frequency allocation table1: The frequency allocation table shows the services 
that have been allocated to the various frequency bands. 

 Spectrum policy guidelines: They are used to guide the public on the usage of the 
resource in a proper manner. 

 Spectrum hoarding guidelines: They provide conditions on usage of spectrum assigned 
to existing and new telecommunication users so as to prevent spectrum hoarding. 

 Telecommunications licensing regime: It provides guidelines on application 
requirements and processing procedure for service and infrastructure licenses. 

 Spectrum application processing requirements tailored for different communication 
services. 
 
 

                                                 
1
 Radio Regulations ,Articles-Edition of 2008 
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1.1.2 Infrastructure Licensing  

Following the opening of the market to full competition in 2006, there has been increasing 
number of players that are establishing infrastructure2 and/or providing communication to the 
public.  
In order to establish, operate and maintain infrastructure for the provision of communication 
services and/or offering it commercially for use by Public Service Providers (PSPs), a player 
should have a Public Infrastructure Provider (PIP) license. A player that plans to establish a 
network that is solely in the ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) bands: 2.4GHz and 5.8GHz, 
is exempted from the requirement for a PIP license but has to adhere to the respective UCC 
regulations. 
 
Among other requirements, the PIP licensee is expected to open up letters of credit in favor of 
UCC as follows:- 
 

 US$ 2,000,000 for applicants using spectrum designated as being critical (currently listed 
as 451-457MHz and 461-467MHz, 824-834MHz and 869-879MHz, 880-890MHz and     
925-935MHz, 890-915MHz and 935-960MHz, 1710.2-1785MHz and 1805.2-1880MHz, 
1920-1980MHz and 2110-2170MHz, as well as 2010-2025MHz) 

 

 US$ 250,000 for applicants using spectrum designated as being strictly for national 
coverage (currently listed as 1787-1802MHz, 2300-2400MHz, 2500-2690MHz and            
3300 – 3400MHz) 

 US$ 25,000 for all other Public Infrastructure Provider license applicants   

 

1.1.3 Spectrum opened up for PIP Licensees 

Among other resources, a PIP license applicant can use some of the following resources for 
their infrastructure: Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs), optical fibre cable and spectrum. 
 
The opened up spectrum in access bands3 and microwave bands4 are given in Table 1 and   
Table 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 Infrastructure refers to a plant, equipment, systems associated with transmission, reception and switching of 
telecommunication signals. ( Definition derived from “The 13th October 2006 Ministerial Guidelines”) 
 
3 Access bands are the frequency bands that are deployed in the part of a telecommunications network which connects 
subscribers to the core network. 
 
4 Microwave bands are the frequency bands that are deployed in the backhaul portion of the telecommunications 
network. 
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Table 1: Access bands 

Frequency  Band Use Based on Frequency Division Duplex (FDD)  Mode 

  Uplink (MHz)  Downlink (MHz) Channelization  Services 

CDMA 450 MHz  450-457 460-467 Variations* Mobile 

CDMA 800 MHz  824-834 869-879 Variations* Mobile 

Extended 800 MHz  801-821 842-862 2x 10MHz  Mobile 

GSM 900 MHz 890-915 935-960 Variations* Mobile  

E-GSM 900 MHz 880-890 925-935 2x 5MHz Mobile 

GSM 1800 MHz 1710-1785 1805-1880 Variations* Mobile 

UMTS  1920-1980 2110-2170 Variations* Mobile  

3.5 GHz 3400-3500 3500-3600 Variations* Fixed & Mobile  

Frequency Band Use based on Time Divisions Duplex (TDD)  Mode 

1.7 GHz 1787-1802 5MHz Mobile 

UMTS 2 GHZ  2010-2025 5MHz Mobile 

2.5 GHz  2500-2690 Variations* Mobile 

3.3 GHz 3300-3400 Variations* Mobile 

3.5 GHz 3477.5-3599.0 21.5MHz Fixed & Mobile 

2.3 GHz 2300-2400 20MHz Mobile 

*- Denotes differences in channelization to cater for different users 
 
Table 2: Microwave link Bands 
Frequency 
bands Frequency Range 

ITU Recommendations Type of 
Service 

4GHz 4.4-5GHz ITU-R F.1099-4,Annex 1(Channel Bandwidth- 40MHz) Fixed  

Lower 6GHz 5.925-6.425GHz ITU-R F. 383-8 Rec.1 (Channel Bandwidth-29.65MHz) Fixed  

Upper 6GHz 6.425 - 7.125 GHz  ITU R F.384 - 10, Rec. 1 (Channel Bandwidth - 40MHz) Fixed  

7GHz 7.11-7.75GHz  
ITU-R F.385-9 Rec. 1 ( Channel Bandwidth -7MHz ),                   
ITU-R F.385-9 Annex 3 & Annex 4 (Channel Bandwidth - 28MHz) 

Fixed  

8GHz 7.725-8.5GHz  
ITU-R F-386-6 Annex 3 (Channel Bandwidth - 28MHz),             
ITU-R F-386-6 Annex 6 (Channel Bandwidth - 29.65MHz) 

Fixed  

11GHz 10.7-11.7GHz ITU-R F.387-10 Rec.1 (Channel bandwidth- 40MHz ) Fixed  

13GHz 12.75-13.25GHz 
ITU-R F.497-6 Rec.1 ( Channel bandwidth - 28MHz),                
ITU-R F.497-6 Rec.7 ( Channel bandwidth - 3.5MHz) 

Fixed  

15GHz  14.4-15.35 GHz ITU-R F.636-3  Rec.1 (Channel bandwidth- 28MHz ) Fixed  

18GHz  17.7 – 19.7 GHz  (ITU-R. F.595-9 Rec.1)(Channel bandwidth-27.5MHz) Fixed  

23GHz  21.2-23.6 GHz 
ITU-R F.637-3  Rec.1 (Channel bandwidth- 3.5MHz ),               
ITU-R F.637-3 Annex 3 (Channel bandwidth- 28MHz) 

Fixed  

25GHz,26GHz, 
27GHz  

24.25-29.5GHz 
ITU-R F.748-3 Rec.1  Channel bandwidths (3.5MHz for 25GHz 
Band,28MHz for 26 &27 GHz Bands) 

Fixed  

38GHz  37-39.5GHz ITU-R F.749-2 Rec.1 Annex 1  (Channel bandwidth- 28MHz ) Fixed  

 
Assignments of the spectrum in the access bands and microwave bands are done based on first-
come first serve assignment model.  
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Once assignment is done, the PIP licensee is expected to utilize5 the frequencies within 18 
months from the date of frequency assignment so as to discourage spectrum hoarding. If the 
frequencies are not utilized within the 18 months, UCC shall withdraw the frequencies.  

 
2   SPECTRUM RESERVATION6  

Currently, prospective PIP licensees that wish to use spectrum in the access bands and 
microwave link bands listed in table 1 and table 2 are advised to first make formal inquiry to the 
Commission on the availability of the required spectrum that they wish to use for their network 
before submitting their license applications.  The current application processing requirements 
further advice, that once the PIP license application fee is paid, spectrum reservation is done. 
 

The spectrum reservation period is valid for a period of 180 days from the date of submission of 
the license applications.  In this period, the prospective PIP license is expected to fulfill all the 
license application requirements within 150 days and opening the letters of credit within the 
next 30 days as shown in Figure 1 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

            

  
   

    

 

 

Figure 1: Activities to be fulfilled within 180 days  

 

 Annex 1 contains the license application processing procedure extracted from the 
Communications licensing application guidelines. 
 
After fulfillment of the license requirements and payment of the frequency fees within 30 days 
from the date of issuance of the invoice, assignment is done.  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
5 Spectrum Utilization refers to putting into use the assigned spectrum under prescribed technical and administrative 
conditions to provide a communications service. 
 
6
 Spectrum reservation refers to setting aside spectrum for a radio user that has submitted license applications and 

fulfilled other prescribed technical and administrative conditions. 
 

Processing of license 
applications 

Opening of the 
letters of credit 

Days    0                                                                   150                            180 
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2.1 Spectrum Reservation Guidelines 
 
1. Spectrum reservation shall be done for:- 

 Already opened up frequency bands and in line with existing band channelization plans;  

 Bands for which spectrum is not already prereserved and within reservation conditions;   

 Bands with no existing assignments; and  

 Bands with no existing occupancy.  

2. Reservations shall apply to spectrum where the assignment model is first come first serve. 
This shall not apply in instances where a market based assignment model is used. 

 
3. Spectrum reservation shall be done upon submission of a formal request in line with the 

licence processing requirements and additional information of intended;  services for 
which band is required,  technology deployment, channel spacing requirements such as  
bandwidth and duplex  separation ( TDD, FDD) among others.  

4. The spectrum reservation shall be valid for a period of 180 days from the date of payment 
of the PIP license application fees. In this period, the prospective PIP license shall be 
expected to fulfill all the license application requirements within 150 days and opened up 
the letters of credit with the next 30 days. 

5. The reservation shall be automatically cancelled after the 180 days. 

6. Any new policies and guidelines or standards related to the band for which frequency has 
been reserved shall take precedent over the reservation commitment. The affected 
applicants shall be informed accordingly. 

7.  Extension of reservation periods shall be based on existing guidelines of extensions for 
time required to complete the licensing process and shall be at the discretion of the 
Commission.  

8. The Commission may put aside spectrum for future needs as it shall determine and will 
therefore not be considered for spectrum reservation.  

9. In the case of existing telecommunication operators, they will be required to fulfill 
stipulated administrative and technical conditions before spectrum reservation is done. 
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2 
An application for a license is made to the Executive Director, P. O. 

Box 7376 Kampala  

3(b) 
If the application does not meet the respective 

requirements, the applicant will be informed 
about the missing items within a week of its 
receipt 

3(a) 

If the application meets the respective 
requirements, it will be publicized in the 
newspapers giving members of the public a period 
of two weeks to give comments or objection to the 

application.  

4(a) 
If there is no objection raised, the applicant will be 
given a license document, which must be signed 

by the applicant and returned to the Commission 
within 30 days.             
 

4(b) 
If an objection was raised, the Commission will 

investigate within 2 weeks of receipt of the 

objection. 

5(a) 
If the commission does 

not find any reasons 
not to grant a license, 
the applicant will be 
given a license, which 

must be signed and 
returned to the 
Commission within 30 
days.  

 

5(b) 
If during the investigation the Commission finds 
valid reasons not to grant the license, the 
application will be rejected and the applicant 

informed accordingly within a week after close of 
the investigation. 

6 
If the applicant is dissatisfied, the Commission 
may cause a public hearing to consider allegations 
raised about the applicant. 

If the public 
hearing resolves 

the matter, the 
Commission will 
act accordingly 

If the applicant is 

not satisfied with 
the results of the 
public hearing, the 
applicant may 

appeal under the 

Law   

3 
Payment of application processing fees is made and application submitted at front 

office (using form provided) 

 

ANNEX 1 
License Application Processing Procedure 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If applicant fails to pay license fees, application 
process will be cancelled 

If the license fees are paid, UCC shall have 
the license signed and issue an annual 

certificate as well 

An invoice for the applicable license fee will be 
issued within a week after the applicant returns 
the duly signed and stamped license document, 

and the applicant will have 30 days to effect 
payment,  

 

This process must be completed within 150 days of submitting application to UCC 

1 
A formal inquiry is made to the Commission incase the applicant 
requires spectrum to facilitate service provision. If the spectrum is 
available, the Commission will inform the applicant and advise them to 

apply. If they don’t require spectrum, they would begin with the next 
step below. 

After the payment, in case the applicant needed spectrum , they are  given a 
spectrum reservation letter for a period of 150 days pending their fulfillment of 
licensing requirements .If they do not need spectrum , they would go ahead to next 

step below 


